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Company: Okie Tech Ltd

Location: Islamabad

Category: other-general

We are Rapid Reality (Pvt) Ltd, a multinational registered in several countries of the world.

Okie Tech Ltd is our technology delivery organization.We are rejecting the garbage

applications and we are in search of right candidate for this interesting job position. You

will really enjoy our great environment and cooperative staff.Similar websites that were

designed under our Product Director. We will not disclose the full portfolio yet but

once you get shortlisted. You will notice the quality, professionalism, creativity and this is all

what we want by you:www.builtbybuffalo.comwww.intothearctic.gpwww.concrete-

matter.comwww.fhoke.com Job Specification Job Requirements:- Websites:We will require

creative, corporate and professional styles for UI/UX. You should be able to design for different

platforms like CMS, ecommerce, bootstrap and etc.- Web applications:We will require you to

design the backends, web applications, softwares and this kind of stuff.- Smart Phone and

Tablet apps:We will require you to design iphone apps, ipad apps, android apps and the

stuff like that.Skills (only expert and master level)- Adobe Photoshop- Adobe illustratorSkills (not

preferred but if you have its a great benefit to us and to you as well in the future)- Adobe

inDesign- CSS/Html/xHtml(Kindly make us aware of the additional skills that you have got but

just practical not theorical).We have Senior Product Director that will give you the clear

directions and will help you to make your job easier and comfortable.Thats all! We are

looking forward to hear back from you. We plan to hire within 5-7 days. Kindly ensure that

you go filtered for the requirements that we are in need of. Have a great day!Many Thanks
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